Upper Harbor Terminal
October 24, 2017

Project Update

Goal: Outline complicated topics and questions
being considered in planning process

Context

Upper Harbor Terminal is a 48 acre property in North Minneapolis, located between 33rd Ave. N. and about 39th Ave. N. View is
looking south toward downtown.

Live Music Considerations
Range of sizes

• A music venue might range from a specialized area for concerts to a multi-purpose
area where music is somewhat of a “pop-up” event. The size might range from a Lake
Harriet Bandshell size venue that serves up to 2000 viewers to a 15,000 person
amphitheater.
• There is a balance to strike between a venue that is primarily for shows, including
movies, and an area that is more multi-purpose.
• A high quality stage is expensive but pop up concerts would likely have higher ticket
prices and might be lower quality experiences. A smaller stage or a way to support
small and casual performances need to be considered with any possible design

Land ownership
• Potentially on public or privately owned land. Possible benefits to public land
ownership – state bonding, public/private partnerships, shared maintenance, and
preservation of future public land. Public agencies need to be protected in the case of
a partnership.
• MPRB requirements for public space – open to public most of the time, activated, fulfills
recreational need, and meets MPRB standards for maintenance or has a revenue
stream
• Challenges of a public/private lawn – wear and tear with heavy use, security and
freedom of access, maintenance, frequency of access.
• Challenges of combining residential land use and amplified sound

Operating structure
• How many nights a year for large or small concerts, ticketed or free events? Ticketed
events can provide a revenue stream that could increase the amount of free
programming and events.
• Are there ways to enhance accessibility of ticketed events to local community members?
• What are opportunities for other organizations to use the venue? Cost, availability,
who manages?
• State bonding money can have implications on revenue obtained

Live Music
Noise and traffic
• Noise study is underway
• Where would noise from the amphitheater be heard and at what
levels?
• Also considering impact of ambient noise on amphitheater – Xcel and
freeway generate sound etc.

Parking
• Parking is best shared with development with daytime parking needs
like office and light industrial. First phase may include limited amounts
of this use.
• City/MPRB wish to avoid long-term massive surface parking lots.
Searching for short-term solutions that will not become long-term
arrangements of parking along the river.
• Can parking issue be solved by smaller or less frequent shows? What
is that impact on revenue and activation?

Community use
• Sponsors help provide many free community events, but are not a
reliable source. A revenue steam will provide a more stable source of
funds but may require more infrastructure, ticketed events, and a
balanced partnership.
• Is it possible to phase in the music venue – pop up events building up
to a more permanent structure?
• A balance of event staffing and permanent staffing must be
determined with any scenario.

Existing Structures (Relics) Considerations
Historic designation
• Structures may be eligible for either local or National Register designation,
but are not designated yet. Site on its own is not eligible for national
designation.
• While National Register designation would make tax credits a possibility,
the credits likely would not be worth the additional process and design
limitations that would result.
• Consultant is preparing a report that considers 2007 historic survey and
2017 study reports and makes a recommendation on designation. Report
will define which of the improvements seem to be the most “characterdefining” elements within the context of the potential larger historic district
considered in the 2007 study.
• Also considering possibility of pre-contact archaeology and understanding
of those implications.
• Project likely to involve state and/or federal funding, so understanding the
designation is important for understanding state and local requirements and
involvement.

The potential
• Structures make the site unique in Minneapolis.
• There are precedents for former industrial areas reused as dynamic spaces.
• City/MPRB cannot maintain structures merely as art that is not activated or
used. Another partner must generate a revenue stream or take over
maintenance if the structures are to preserved.
• If the area around the structures is considered public park, the area must
actively engage the public.
• Land has value if structures cannot be saved.

Existing Structures (Relics)
“Meaningful” public space?

• The land around the structures could be considered public
park if the uses served the public – however this would be
an different kind of park space than currently exists in
Minneapolis. The structures would need a revenue stream
generated in or around the park to cover maintenance
costs.
• During engagement the team found general support for
the idea of revenue-generating uses related to the park
area as long as the costs were for food or other amenities
that people typically expect to pay for. MPRB should also
make sure the space can be enjoyed by those who are not
purchasing anything.

The challenges
• Converting existing structures to new uses is often costly.
The domes have interior space but were not built to
house people and may need an entirely new structure
built inside.
• If the structures remain, the area may be difficult to
monitor and provide security.
• Existing structures will need modifications to make them
safe.
• If a public agency is the underlying land owner, the
agency needs to consider a lease that protects the
government from future maintenance and demolition
costs.

Meaningful Park Space Considerations
Dedicated Park Space
•
•

•

•

A portion of the project will be dedicated park space.
Park amenities need to consider many audiences:
• New residents on this site if housing is added
(neighborhood park function)
• Residents of North Minneapolis currently
disconnected from the river
• Regional park users from the metro area
There are many desired park amenities. What needs
make the most sense for this location and take
advantage of the river?
A successful project activates the riverfront. How can
the park space best support public and private
activation and still serve existing community needs?

Linear Park Connection Considerations
Parkways
• Past parkways have been about connecting people between
parks not necessarily as parks themselves. Parkways also define
areas as public and give buildings an address so they can front
the public space.
• One challenge is that the river corridor is also a travel way. This
area was envisioned to connect the Webber Camden area all the
way to downtown. How does such a travel way function that
doesn’t also cut people off from the river?
• There would be costs to having more than one north/south route
(cost to build and maintain, plus land area needed).
• The riverfront must remain public and be designed and activated
so that it actually feels public.
• MPRB is interested in envisioning a new type of parkway, but that
involves a lot of design thinking.
• In this narrow space we might allow truck traffic if it is
limited and peak use is not when park use is high.
• Consider how parking can be designed to slow traffic,
provide visitor parking, and help define public space.
• Consider space-efficient methods to allow for bicycle,
pedestrian, and automobile traffic.
• Re-envision the parkway as a travel way that is in and part
of a park, rather than a roadway.
• Open to new design ideas such as shared streets, but
design must be based on actual needs and not forced.

Public Site Improvement Considerations
North/South Connection
•
•

At least one north/south connection will be needed.
A second connection may make a more desirable
corridor, but will cost more and take up valuable land.

East/West Connections
•
•

Dowling is one east/west connection.
A second connection is needed but location is
challenging.

Stormwater management
•
•

A master plan would allow for a district approach to
stormwater.
Opportunities for stormwater infrastructure to be
combined with park amenities.

Utilities
•

Team is reviewing condition and capacity of existing
utilities and the cost of additional and upgrades.

Planning Context Considerations
Metropolitan Regional Park Guidelines
Above the Falls Master Plan Update
Zoning code; noise regulations
Promise Zone
Green Zone
State Historic Preservation Office and
Heritage Preservation Commission
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plans and regional park guidelines must be
considered.
Area is covered by critical area and shoreland overlay
districts.
Zoning code doesn’t have provisions for outdoor
amphitheaters.
City/MPRB are reviewing noise regulations.
Promise Zone and Green Zone goals.
Preservation guidelines and processes.

Private Development Considerations
Real estate market
Jobs
Housing
•
•

Team is investigating current real estate markets and how various
investments can change the market.
Various land uses offer different community benefits – team is
evaluating options.

Impact of adjacent land uses, truck traffic and rail
line on market
•

Surrounding industrial businesses, rail line, freeway, and truck traffic
on Washington and Dowling all impact land use options.

Efforts underway in North Minneapolis
•

Project should complement, not compete with, other initiatives
underway

Phasing strategy

Connections to the Site Being Considered
East/West Connections
Rail
line
Dowling Ave.

•
•
•
Transmission
line

•

Dowling Avenue and 33rd Ave need improvements.
A third east/west access point may be needed.
Where?
Dowling is existing access across I-94, but bridge
needs improvements to enhance use.
Plan should be ready to accommodate additional
access across I-94 that would be done by others.

North/South Connections
•
•
•

North Washington Avenue
2nd Street North
Parkway and trails

Transit
•
•

North
Lowry Ave.

Collaboration with Metro Transit to improve
north/south and east/west access to the site.
Plans should accommodate areas for transit as future
needs will grow.

Overhead Transmission Line Considerations
If they stay. . .
Rail
line
Dowling Ave.

•
•
•
Transmission
line

Split development parcel
Mainly impact southern half
Limited options to build underneath

Move them. . .
•
•
•

Adjacent to rail line
$3-4 mil. (rough estimate)
Less impact to development than current location

Bury them. . .
•
•
•

$15-20 mil. (rough estimate)
Least impact to community and development
Possible limited options for route

Phasing
•

North
Lowry Ave.

May be possible to phase changes and cost as project
develops.

Financial Feasibility Considerations
• Possible sources being explored:
• State bonding grants
• Other public funds
• Private investment
• Philanthropy
• Expenses that need funding; cost estimates being prepared:
• Roads and bikeways
• Utilities
• Park amenities
• Stormwater management
• Powerline relocation or burial
• Historic structures
• Other?

Upper harbor terminal
Community engagement
Juxtaposition Arts, with MPRB and the City of Minneapolis, have led community
engagement efforts through:
• Folwell Park
• Farview Park
• North Commons Park
• City View School
• Jordan Week of Kindness
• FLOW Northside Art Crawl
• Appetite for Change’s Block Party
• Community Cooks (Aug and Sept)
• Open Streets West Broadway
• AFCAC meetings
• JXTA
• MPRB
Site visits:
• Site tours
• Kayaking tours
• Biking events with Slow Roll MPLS
And
• Doorknocking in the McKinley neighborhood
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Who have we talked to?
We have engaged with approximately 400 people this summer and early fall. The information on the following pages
represents the themes from people who told us they live on the Northside: about 150 people.
By zip code, 55% live in 55412, 40% live in 55411, and 5% live in 55405.
Age (we have this info for 95 people)

Homeowner/Renter (we have this info for 41 people)

Race/Ethnicity (we have this info for 104 people)

Gender (we have this info for 88 people)
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Experiencing the river
I'd take tons of walks in
the park.
I want walkways with
lights and places to sit
and enjoy the river.
The bike trails should
all link up.

When talking about the river, things
people talked about most frequently
are: paths and trails for walking and
biking along the river,
...dock access for fishing,

...places to sit and relax
along the river,

...access the water directly by boat,

and spaces for gathering and eating
with family and friends.

Amazing picnic options.
I'd like to be able to
have events and bar-bQues.
somewhere just to hang
out with friends.
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park and public space

Year-round draws are important,
and people are interested in spaces
to use in large and small groups, in
different weather and seasons.

People envision a park abundant with ways for people of all ages to move
their bodies: a playground for older and young kids, family activities, and
spaces and amenities for fitness and active play, outdoor and indoor.
Public art is a priority:
murals, sculpture, graffiti, dance.

Anything where you can
move your body!
a really big playground
or things that are
different than what
is already in North
Minneapolis.
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The Industrial Relics
Reusing the
Unique
Elements
People are open to leaving the industrial relics,
if they can be reused.

I'm ok with the relics,
but it needs to be something
the community can use.

upper harbor terminal

People are intrigued and inspired by
the industrial relics on the site.

Most people who saw them expressed a desire to
preserve the relics (if it can be done well and safely),
repurposing them for new uses.

This is especially true for people
who visited the site or saw the relics
through virtual reality glasses.

Some people also expressed interest in building on
the site’s graffiti and street art, commissioning artists to
create new work and engaging youth in the process.

Keep one dome and let people do
graffiti on it. Have artists do
some of it, and then people can
take a short class and then be
able to write on it, too.
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Markets
Shopping &
a Market
People are eager to spend their money at
UHT: shop and buy food there, especially from
locally owned vendors. There is interest in many
kinds of markets: food and farmers market, flea
market, craft market, night market...
I like the idea of a market. We need some
kind of market: a cheaper market, with food,
fruits and veggies, and demonstrations on
how to cook fruits and veggies. We need
alternatives to Hooks. A market with vendors
and farmers who are people of color.

A market that is unique... like no other
market in minneapolis.
upper harbor terminal

“Unique” was a word that came up frequently when talking about a market.
Regular market shoppers, vendors and local foods leaders expressed the
need to align with other neighborhood markets and efforts, and see an
opportunity to benefit from increased foot traffic during events.
the market should
include local vendors
who sell diverse
and unique items
representing all
cultures, including
jewelry, arts,
clothing, and seasonal
foods.

utilize northside growers and vendors. All
of it, especially if you highlight and focus
on the gift of diverse cultures. Find people
on the north side who are artists and
growers and sewers and designers and trying
to start a business.
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food and Restaurants
Food &
Eating
People are interested in a variety of food and
restaurant options, as well as places where food
is grown and cooked.

I want to see diverse food and
cool looking restaurants.
...a place where you can make food
and see food being made.
...healhty food and places
where you can eat outside.
upper harbor terminal

I'd like to see the UHT be
a place for local food
business to profit by
having a space that works
well for them. Prioritize
natural foods. I like the
idea of a "process-free
zone".

Both adults and young people said that food would be
a draw to the site. People expressed excitement about a variety of
eating options, flavors and venues.
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space for live music
Live Music &
Performance
People are interested in seeing live music and
performances there: not just big events,
but also smaller bands, community shows,
movies, and participating in performance with
things like open mics and music lessons.

Unsure
Not in favor

In favor, if...
In favor

it would be awesome. i love live music!
it would be great for
bringing people together.
i like the bandshell at lake harriet,
but 10,000 people is big.
how will the community
be able to use it, too?
upper harbor terminal

People want to see a variety of music
styles, to reflect the community and to
cater to a variety of tastes, ages
and cultures.

Overall people are in favor of an
outdoor venue for live music and
performance.
Activation and access throughout
the day, week and year is important
to people.

Many people are in favor of a space
if it is accessible for local artists,
community performances and events.
Considerations and concerns that
people mentioned, especially in
regard to larger events include:
safety
family-friendly events
music and events that
reflect the Northside
free & affordable events
SOUND
Traffic

Alcohol

parking

trash
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Focus on kids and youth
Relevant
to Kids and
Youth
People say whatever is created needs
to be relevant and accessible to youth:
the spaces and amenities, the events
and activities.
what do youth want?
They will use this park the most.
I want to see things for kids, not
just adults. I only like the idea
of the performance venue if it
includes things for kids.
upper harbor terminal

Jobs, career training, and out-ofschool learning and development
opportunities.

ARCADE
CAFE
MOVIE THEATER
MARKET
SWIMMING
SKATE PARK
Young people are saying they want
places to hang out with friends, eat
and shop, with access to wifi.

If we had somewhere
to fish we would
hang out all day.

Places to walk, bike, fish, kayak
and interact with nature.

Places for play that are different than in neighborhood parks,
and family-friendly events and spaces that are alcohol free.

Classes that are fun,
like "how to" classes,
and programs that
will benefit us in the
future.
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additional priorities and concerns
Feeling Safe
People are concerned about security and
safety and want to see community-based
strategies of promoting safety.

Being with people i love
makes me feel safe.
I'd like a space where you can just
relax. Anyone from any culture
or religion, they can
hang out and feel at home.
upper harbor terminal

Building
Community
People want to build community, have fun
and see the Northside reflected at the
Upper Harbor Terminal.

Displacement
& community
benefit
People are concerned about whether development
will benefit current Northside residents and if it will
cause physical and/or cultural displacement.

ACCESS
People want Upper Harbor Terminal
to be accessible to Northsiders: physically
and financially.

I'm a homeowner, but I'm concerned that
Northside residents might be displaced
if this causes property values to go up.
There should be an affordable housing
component.

My priority is connection to the
community through design that draws
people to the site and through
the neighborhood.

financially invest into the community
by hiring people

who will be able to afford stuff here?
will it be affordable to kids on
the northside?

Ownership: Find and use black
owned business, Hmong owners,
and Hispanic owners.
upper harbor terminal

upper harbor terminal

Reflective
& responsive
People want to see quality design and
development, reflective and responsive
to the site’s history, what is there now,
and community desires.

...a space where the community
can come together and
perform.

i'm interested in this history of the site,
going back to indigenous people.
I Want to see the history told here
somehow.

...Public sculptures and murals
by artists from the
northside.

I'm not against development. i'’m concerned
about development that tears down
and moves everything before
it was there.

upper harbor terminal

upper harbor terminal

healthy
environment
People want changes to the site that improve
the environmental conditions of the river and
land, and development that is clean and
supports a healthier environment.

My priority is cleaning the river.
I want to see something
eco-friendly... finding ways for
people to help keep
the environment clean.

upper harbor terminal
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